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The following optiale was 

written by John C. Eagan, a stu
dent at Salem College who is a 
former member of the drama 
faculty at the North Carolina 
School of the Arts, and who now 
is technical director of the Per
forming Arts Center of Virginia.

During the past few days I have 
read, first with amusement and now 
with disgust, several letters in 
your publication denouncing the re
cent production of Mister Roberts 
as presented by the North Carolina 
School of the Arts. These letters 
reflect not only a vast ignorance 
of the origin, history, and pur
poses of the theatre but the paral
ysis produced by blind adherence to 
ironclad religious and moral doc
trines which deny, by their in
grained and emotional nature, ob
jectivity ̂ reason, and open thought.

As a person with nearly twenty 
years experience and training in 
professional, regional, educational, 
and community theatre, as well as 
radio and film, and as a short- 
haired, conservatively dressed grand
son of a minister who founded the 
largest church in the East, and the 
last male member of an internation
ally historic religious family, I 
feel somewhat qualified to speak in 
defense of Mr. Roberts and the North 
Carolina School of the Arts.

The theatre may be described 
factually, if not classically, as 
the stepchild of religion. The 
origins of the two are the same, 
and from its beginning the ritual
istic theatre served to provide 
visual and instructive presentations 
of religious topics. In the latter 
stages of its early development it 
broadend its range to historical.

secular, and social topics and unrealistic in regard to life. Its
finally advanced to a stage which 
included pure entertainment or 
"commercial theatre". In the his
tory of world theatre this evolu
tion occurred at different times in 
different nations, but in those 
lands where it achieved full de
velopment the pattern was the same.
In British drama, the ancestor of 
our stage, the theatre began within 
the church and remained there for 
hundreds of years. America, later 
inherited its evolution at a some
what advanced period.

There exists in both American 
and world theatre today two closely 
related but vastly different forms 
of theatre. The larger of the two 
is the commercial theatre. It is 
composed of the majority of plays 
written today, a large portion of 
televised media, and nearly all of 
our films. Within the past twenty- 
five years it has experienced a 
massive upsurge as a result of mass 
media. Its content is froth, its 
appeal escapism, its actors generally 
bad or mediocre, its language pure 
or appropriately risque, its endings 
happy, and its appeal is directed 
towards the middle and lower classes. 
The further evolution of this form, 
which constitutes a trend during 
the past fifteen years, has produced 
the majority of the works which our 
religious and moral community find 
objectionable.

I do not condemn the commercial 
theatre for what it is. I only ask 
that we view it objectively as a form 
of pure entertainment which requires 
little or no constructive thought 
from the viewer, offers no construc
tive evaluation or commentary of 
society, and is, in short, totally
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Almost four years have passed time Crecause people were always in-

since I first came to NCSA. When I terested.
first arrived, I was amazed at the 
amount of talent that seemed to be 
located here, in this unique idea of 
a school. Well, try as I may, I can
not seem to summon up the enthusiasm 
that seemed to come naturally a cou
ple of years ago. Talent? Sure 
there's talent here, although one 
hesitates to say that the same fire 
is burning that makes the talent 
flame and burn together.

Thinking back, I recall a show 
put on by the students three years 
ago. At that time we called it a 
discoteque, but it was so sharply and 
professionally done that it sent 
chills through my body to see it 
done. The music was worked on; the 
setting and lights were fantastic.
I suppose one could say that a thing 
like that would be hard to do be
cause of the time element involved.
Maybe so. But at one time the talent 
seemed to work together so there was 
always

With a school as small as NCSA, 
it seems amazing that groups of peo
ple have not pulled together and 
started something. There is talent 
here because one senses a smoldering 
flame that only needs to be fanned to 
burst alive again. I still love this 
funny place although it does disappoint 
one at times. Maybe if everyone 
stopped and looked around them.
I really don't know, but I promise my
self that I won't stop trying.

I stopped one day and found myself 
asking where my ambition had 
gone.

Then, I realized that my desire was 
there; only I had changed.

An artist seems to be happiest when 
he is involved in his work.

But, as life, work must be alive to 
make one want to be involved.

Tom Lawrence

offering is, at best, pseudocul- 
tural.

The minority form of theatre is 
that which we refer to as classic 
theatre. Its scope is life and its 
truths and it serves as a mirror for 
its society. It explores our minds 
and our beings, raises questions, 
offers opinions, and, most of all, 
requires that we think about our
selves and our society. It may be 
entertaining, but it is not always 
entertainment. By its nature it 
must be true to life and accordingly 
is not always very pretty, for the 
story of man is not a pretty story.
Our inheritance of this art form 
begins with the Greeks and includes 
today such writers as Anderson, Fry, 
Sartre, and Beckett. It is a theatre 
of truth, consciousness, though, 
and society. And its works are well 
encompassed in the true definition 
of culture.

Mr. Roberts is a commercial 
play. Yet in many of its qualities 
it approaches the intellectual 
theatre. One of these points is 
honesty of thought and presentation 
in regard to its people and its 
world. Its characters may be largely 
crude, when contrasted to Roberts, 
but they are real. Their language 
is of themselves, and to alter it 
would destroy the essence of what they 
are. Nor can we condemn these 
characters for their speech for it is
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Tom Williams mentioned the 
situation in the music practice 
rooms of theft, destruction, and 
carelessness. David Wood suggested 
that instead of our discussing it, 
that he and Tom, along with Pat 
Byers (music representative), arrange 
a conference with Dr. Mennini to 
discuss the problem.
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I recommend Alice 's Restaurant 
to you not as a film to be seen if 
you have nothing better to do, but 
on the basis that it will prove to be 
a meaningful viewing experience.
This is a comic film; it will make 
you cry. It is also a desperately 
sad film. Tears are not necessarily 
in order, but they may come. More 
importantly, "Alice" will make you 
ask questions about yourself and what 
you are up to. What is most unfortu
nate is that I imagine that the film 
will make its greatest impact on mem
bers of the older generation. Most 
of us will probably be too busy laugh
ing at ourselves.


